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Abstract—Social media have gained the majority of attention
on the Internet having an extreme number of daily visitors
worldwide. The amount of information exchanged is vast, while
users have become equally producers and consumers of data.
Words like “trending”, “influencers”, “likes” and “viral” are
in the daily agenda of data analyzers, as they are associated
with factors that play an important role in the influence of
social media content to its audience. These aspects are nowadays
strongly taken into account by organizations that want to draw
the public’s attention to the content they deliver, and in this
context cultural institutions have already started to take under
great consideration not only their presence in social media, but
also the monitoring and exploitation of social media dynamics.
In this paper we propose a method that can enable cultural
venues to benefit from matches between their own content and
ongoing discussions on social media. More specifically we extract
trending topics that can be related semantically with the content
of a cultural institute and examine how a venue can benefit
by exploiting these matches. The proposed approach has been
developed in the scope of the “CrossCult” H2020 project, and
has been experimentally tested by analyzing the case of Twitter
in Greek language.

Index Terms—trending topics, cultural venues, cultural in-
formatics, social media, personalizationtrending topics, cultural
venues, cultural informatics, social media, personalization

I. INTRODUCTION

The importance of cultural heritage is now recognized,
not only by historians and scholars; cultural heritage is now
placed within the core of the citizens’ rights to information
and education, white its preservation is also established as a
responsibility towards future generations. In this context, cul-
tural information sites, typically maintained by cultural venues
and educational organizations, are continuously developed and
enriched, while the European Union has declared the year
2018 as year European Year of Cultural Heritage[18]. An
important goal of this declaration is to inform people, to
approach new audiences, to note that cultural heritage can
be an integral part of our present and future, and contribute
to the process of shaping it. In this context, the role of
technology and the Internet is central, since both technology
and the Internet have become an indispensable part of peoples’
everyday life. Social media, in particular, offer unprecedented
ease of access to information sharing and consumption, being

thus one of the major technological and social developments
to be considered for the whole lifecycle of cultural data man-
agement, including production, enrichment and dissemination.
All major cultural venues nowadays exploit social media, at
least for dissemination and outreach purposes, while additional
methods for harvesting benefits from the use of social media
by cultural venues are examined within the discipline of
cultural informatics.

More specifically, a large number of cultural organizations
already base a part of their activities and allocate budget
on social media related tasks, by trying to locate potential
customers and people that can contribute to the spreading
of their message. The procedure includes concepts such as
“trends”, “viral” and “influencers”, which are central in the
world of social media. Analysts from several different sectors
are involved in the aforementioned procedure, including social
media experts, online marketing specialists, data analysts and
big data scientists, all of which leads to a simple conclusion:
the effect of social media on people is such that it is worth
investing in their use for marketing and outreach purposes. A
combination of the aforementioned - organizations and social
media - is a matter of extensive research and when it comes
to interconnection of information technology with culture and
more specifically cultural heritage, a number of interesting
projects can be identified.

CrossCult, an Horizon 2020 EU project [17], is one such
project that aims to alter the way people view history and
supports multiple interpretations of the European past in a
cross-border fashion. Within the scope of CrossCult project we
examine the stimulation of reflections to people by enabling
several different interactions within a museum visit. Such
interactions will allow the visitors to engage in deeper levels
of reflection, compared to traditional means of history presen-
tation (e.g., type of a statue, or its construction date), including
social aspects of life in antiquity, power structures etc. Starting
from the premise that social media play an important role
to the shaping of peoples’ opinion and angles of view, we
research on the effect of social media trending topics when
related to cultural venues’ content.

The main hypothesis of our research presented in this paper,
is that cultural venues can benefit from the social media, by978-1-5386-8225-8/18/$31.00 c©2018 European Union
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identifying trending topics or discussions that are related to
their content, either permanent or temporary (eg. seasonal
exhibition). When such a relationship is established, cultural
venues will need to react by participating actively in social
media posts, seizing the opportunity to highlight the linkage
between the developments in the world of social media and
the contents they offer. We assert that in this way, social media
users will be intrigued and stimulated to examine the content
offered by the venue; this will promote the dissemination of
the venue’s cultural content and ultimately lead to an increase
of digital or physical visitors.

In this paper we present and discuss our approach regarding
the establishment of relationships between social media trend-
ing topics and venues’ cultural content. We present a system
that examines content posted on Twitter in Greece (greek
language) and identifies cultural venue topics that are most
relevant to the ongoing discussions. This can enable cultural
venues to promote their content, as discussed above, but can
also assist in identifying conversations in which the cultural
venue could (or perhaps should) actively participate due to
their relevance to the venue’s cultural content and message.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: section II
presents the related work while section III analyses our system
in detail. Section III presents the experimental evaluation and
we conclude with remarks and future work in section.

II. RELATED WORK

Museums and cultural venues have recognized the added
value of social media and already put their focus in them.
Actually, several studies are concentrating on the effect of
social media in different types of users, many of them concen-
trating on cultural content. According to Fletcher and Lee [2],
museums are currently trying to increase their use of social
media for multi-way communication strategies. Nevertheless,
cultural venues need to concentrate on interaction on social
media rather than one way communications.

In cultural venues people can find interconnections of the
past with their own experiences. Social media can enable
sideways of achieving the interaction by providing tools for
engagement, knowledge acquire and communication. In social
media, users/visitors can organize ideas and interpretations to
create meaningful associations between their own and others
experiences [8]. Social media can become a powerful tool in
the hands of museums and cultural sites. In [8] a framework
for museum visitors experiences through social networks is
proposed in order to enrich physical learning. This model
includes rapid publication of museums, personalization of the
museums content, content sharing and content creation by
the audiences. In another study, Instragram was researched
in order to explore how it can be used to communicate the
experience of the user visit [9]. In parallel, as the social
media become a part of the procedures of cultural sites, it is
considered as necessary to train the employees to understand
the nature of the social media landscape in order to understand
limitations and opportunities [10].

A number of recent projects are researching on the combi-
nation of technology and cultural heritage and more precisely
they are focusing on the visitor’s experience enhancement.
PLUGGY project’s scope is to create an application that will
act as a social platform through which visitors will be able
to act as “storytellers”. Participants will be able to create
fascinating personalized stories and share them through social
networking with friends, associates and professionals. The
content will be both crowd-sourced and retrieved from digital
collections, allowing users to create links between seemingly
unrelated facts, events, people and digitized collections [11].
The crowd-sourcing contribution to virtual museums and dig-
ital cultural heritage, through a platform, is one of the main
outcomes of ViMM project [12] while EMOTIVE project
intends to provide tools create engaging, memorable stories
for cultural heritage, and to enable the public to enjoy and
share these stories [16].

One of the goals of the CrossCult EU project is the
examination of stimulation of reflection discussion in museum
visits through the use of social media. As the project research
implies, information deriving from twitter’s trending topics
allows the preparation of personalized cultural experiences,
tailored to the cognitive style (long term parameter) and
current interests (short-term parameter) of museum visitors
and enhances the online presence of the museum and user
engagement [1], [4].

In our study, we made the choice of twitter for examining
the trending topics for two main reasons. Firstly, twitter offers
the possibility of direct access to lists of trending topics while
in parallel studies have shown that there are indication that
Twitter’s feature set and multi-platform presence play major
roles in mediating cultural performances by Twitter users [3].
The latter, implies that it could be considered as an ideal
platform for usage for cultural venues, as it seems to be
suitable for the purpose they serve [5].

III. SYSTEM ANALYSIS

For the purpose of the research project we developed a
system that is able to perform analysis on Twitter’s posts.
The system intends to recognize tweets that are relevant to
the museum content, or to keywords that are selected by each
cultural venue. The interaction of the museum managers to the
presented content is only restricted to selecting if it is useful
or not, and, of course, be able to see it; in a more sophisticated
analysis they select if they will interact with the specific tweet
or not.

In many cases the content or keyword target may change
from time to time. The main factor of the changes are the
alteration of the museum exhibitions or special exhibitions.
While in the generic case, a simple search procedure can reveal
a large number of interesting information we need to focus
on a more refined procedure through which we will not only
establish a simple keyword relevance. Going a step beyond, we
extract qualitative information related to the content relevance
to trending topics as well as hashtags or tweets originating
from users with large audience. By doing this, the topics of
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Fig. 1. System Architecture.

interest are not only restricted to a small audience but have
higher possibilities to be involved in trending topics or viral
conversations.

To achieve the aforementioned the provided by Twitter API,
endpoints [13], [15] and [14] are not sufficient as there is a
strong need to dig information into the tweets. The proposed
solution is based on the collection and lexical analysis of large
amounts of twitter posts. A modular system is constructed to
perform the procedures, which consists of the collector, the
storage engine, the analysis and the front-end. The system
architecture is presented in figure 1.

The collector is responsible for collecting data from twitter.
The Twitter stream [15] API is used in order to obtain the
tweets posted. According to its API definition, the stream is a
non-stopping communication link that fetches in real-time the
tweets that are posted and are relevant to a list of search terms
(filters). Our system requires that all the tweets posted need to
be obtained in order to be further analysed. To achieve that we
use a common technique that is based on the fact that all tweets
for a specific language (which in some cases, such as the case
of Greek, maps very closely to a country) can be obtained by
using as search terms the most important stop-words of the
specific language and as parameter filter the language itself.
This enables us to create an ”off-line” copy of the tweets on
which we need to perform analysis.

Apart from the main twitter stream data collector we are
utilizing the Twitter Trending API endpoint [13] in order to
collect information about the trending topics. The trending
topics API definition implies that the topics have an interval
of update of at least 5 minutes. We are executing the trending
topics search procedure every hour in order to check the
changes in topics, and their volumes. The trending topics are
usually related to single terms or hashed terms, which are
possibly difficult to locate in museum content. Our analysis is
furthermore based on significant terms frequency and in the
parallel search of these terms in our infrastructure.

While a part of the back-end is responsible for collecting
data while a second subsystem is responsible for user data

Fig. 2. ElasticSearch Index.

analysis. The second subsystem collects information from
users and formulates the search queries to be executed. Finally,
it collects user responses to the presented results and perma-
nently stores the information for future use. The analysis in
terms of digging within the tweets collected from the stream
is done using the search capabilities of ElasticSearch 1, while
in terms of searching for trending topics the procedure is more
complex. Each trending topic extracted from twitter is enriched
in keywords by searching on the local pool of tweets for
“significant terms”. The complete list of trending keywords
together with their significant terms are stored in a separate
index and searching for museum content related to trending
topics is done on the second index.

The storage engine is a hybrid database structure solution.
After obtaining the tweets from Twitter stream API, they are
saved in two different databases. The first one is an RDBMS
(MariaDB 2) for permanent storage of the tweet accompanied
with meta-data (user, number of retweets, number of favorites,
etc.) while in parallel the information related to the tweet body
is stored to a noSQL database, more specifically ElasticSearch.
The data is not stored to an arbitrary ElasticSearch index. The
index is specially constructed in order to perform NLP on the
added text, a functionality natively supported by ElasticSearch,
which is using Lucenes NLP engine to achieve this. As
such, stemming, stop-word removal, word delimiting, sentence
delimiting is performed by the database engine itself using
the icu-analysis plugin 3. The engine is able to perform high
volume complex query semantic search that is essential for the
performance of our system.

The front-end solution is minimal, as its main scope is to
exchange information with users that are usually not accus-
tomed to complex environments. As such the system provides
few different functionalities; adding new search terms (words,
sentences or even complete texts), viewing the current search

1ElasticSearch, https://www.elastic.co/, Open Source Search and Analytics
2MariaDB, https://mariadb.org/ Open Source Database
3ICU - Analysis Plugin for ElastiSearch

https://www.elastic.co/guide/en/elasticsearch/plugins/current/analysis-icu.html
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terms and viewing the results on search term analysis on
twitter. On the results presentation the users are able to rate
based on the usefulness of the presented result (tweet).

IV. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

The experimental evaluation is done in relation to two
factors,

• relevance of the fetched results to the museum content,
• analysis on the rating of the usage of each presented result

While the first procedure can be done automatically and
extracted by the algorithmic procedure applied by our system,
we furthermore score the relevance as it can be noted by a
human. On the other side the rating of usefulness is totally
subjective procedure and is based on the human factor.

While the system is running it is able to collect a number of
200k-300k tweets per day considering exclusively tweets writ-
ten in greek. In parallel, the trending topics that are collected
daily vary from 50-100, which are stored into the database
alongside their enriched terms that are 5 at most (limited
by our query). Enrichment is done by using ElasticSearch’s
capabilities of locating similar terms. This leads to a number
of 250 to 500 “trending terms” per day. The trending topics are
not totally recycled on a daily basis but they usually remain
active as much as a subject is in the news.

According to the aforementioned analysis it is clearly dif-
ficult to approach the collected data using only the human
factor. As such, we apply the advanced search procedures
provided by ElasticSearch in order to obtain the data with high
relevance. By relevance ElasticSearch notes that the standard
similarity algorithm used in Elasticsearch is known as term
frequency/inverse document frequency, or TF/IDF in order to
provide a score of relevance. In any search perform we apply
the time factor considering that data in the social media are
not considered “fresh” even only a few hours after they are
produced, as such the time of our searches is limited to the
last 48 hours.

The testing procedure is conducted from data collected in
one month time sizing more than 7M tweets and topics in the
index - still being updating and offering results in real time.

A. Relevant Tweets

The search terms are expected to be large texts deriving
from cultural venues. Thus, it is expected that a large number
of tweets will be returned as relevant during search; leading
to limitation to the number of search results to 20 per search,
which are ordered by similarity score. As a first approach, texts
from several sources of a cultural venue are extracted and used
as the search terms. This approach leads to results that can be
considered irrelevant, still having a high relevance in score.
This can be considered as expected as long as the texts are
using generic terminology. So approaching the system usage
from the view of using texts as a whole leads to the need of
refinement. Figure 3 presents a list of results.

As such, we perform text selection and removal of sentences
or words that include irrelevant terms. We repeat the procedure
of searching on data. From the results it is more than obvious

Fig. 3. Search results on term: ”The statue of Zeus in Ancient Olympia (in
greek)”.

that the results can now be considered as more relevant in
subject matter than the previous procedure.

An important outcome is that the score of the newly
formatted results is lower. This is expected as we narrow the
search terms and by means of terminology our search is much
more specific and precise.

B. Results usefulness

The next procedure includes human intervention and more
accurately requires the scoring of the presented results, regard-
ing how useful can be for the museum online marketing and
dissemination purposes. The idea of evaluation is based on
both the relevance and usefulness as a whole. It seems that
trending topics that cannot be considered directly as relevant,
can be extremely useful while in parallel some very relevant
results can be proved not at all useful. It is indeed a subjective
procedure; in order to achieve recording the usefulness we
add an action link indicating a tag of “Useful”, “Not Useful”,
“Neutral” as well as “Remove”.

As already mentioned, it is important to describe that
through the experimental evaluation it is easy to understand
the existence of different views of the result. Table I presents
the different situations followed by an explanation.

The tweets that are considered to be neutral are not at all
examined but still remain relevant. In this category we observe
texts that more likely include facts rather than opinions, news
or statements. They are clearly not tending to become trending
topics or have high view-ability. Finally, we can observe a
number of tweets that are totally irrelevant and the scope is
to totally remove them from the presented results.

In fact, the experimental evaluation leads to the observation
that there seems to be a strong need to enhance two-way
communication in the social media. Even in cases of irrelevant
information - not semantically connected to the content - there
is strong possibility to interact, gain audience, attract more
people and spread messages.
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TABLE I
TAGGING EXPLANATION

Relevance Usefulness Explanation

High High A topic/tweet that is directly related to the
museum’s content and can possibly help for
dissemination or spreading a cultural related
message

High Low A topic/tweet that is directly related to the
museum’s content but is impossible to in-
tervene to the conversation either because
of the people participating or the context

Low Low Expected for most of irrelevant tweets

Low High Irrelevant tweets but very useful due to
the fact that participants or context of
tweet/conversation is such that the message
can give added value to the conversation

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Online presence of cultural venues, as well as online pres-
ence of digital heritage related data, can be useful from the
scopes of preservation, people awareness and for information
purposes.

We presented a module acting as a useful tool for museum
managers or curators within the scope of the CrossCult project
and more precisely as part of pilot 3 of the project. The scope
of the “Twitter trending topics module” is to serve as an online
management assistant for cultural venues and more specifically
help them reach broader audience, spread their message more
accurately and put the focus on conversations to data related
to the museum or exhibition.

We presented its hybrid scheme that can help us achieve
high level of text analysis, having in parallel high performance
of the system. The modules produced are fully implemented
and tested, and they are already provided to related cultural
venues for testing and integration to their procedures.

We evaluated the results within the scope of the project
and evaluated the complete system against more than 7M
tweets collected in one month time. We conclude to the fact
that copying data from the cultural venue sources could be
proved to be disorientating, so a first data filtering must be
applied. Due to the size of these texts the procedure can easily
be done manually. Furthermore, we realized that from the
remaining texts we can obtain information even in cases of
low relevance as long as the context can be proved suitable. As
suitable context can be considered cases that the users writing
the tweets are influencing personalities or the conversation
includes a large number of people, answers, retweets and
favorites.

The system is focused mainly on the content and does
not currently analyse qualitative factors related to Twitter’s
characteristics including personality of the users (followers,
number of tweets, number of retweets, favorites, etc), the char-
acteristics of a tweet (favorites, retweets) and their evolution
in time. To perform such an analysis every possible tweet has
to be collected multiple times a procedure that is out of scope
of the current project’s module.

For our research purposes we will proceed with the system
evolution in terms of collecting meta-data that could help us
improve the system. Furthermore, as the system is language
dependent we have already started the collection of data in
english language in order to support more cultural venues
related to the project. The dependence of the language is
based on the supported languages of the system text indexer
and analyser which is the languages that are supported by
ElastiSearch’s icu-analysis plugin, which are delending on
Lucene’s NLP tools.
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